LETTER OF THE DAY: C

THEME: CITY

Literacy Tip: You can help children see the relationship between the written and spoken word by using environmental print, or words that are part of everyday life like signs and labels.

SONGS

Hello, Friend
Hello, friend
Hello, friend
Hello, friend
It's time to say hello
Repeat at end with "Goodbye, Friend"

Actions: American Sign Language

Open & Shut Them
Open, shut them
Open, shut them
Give a little clap, clap, clap
Open, shut them
Open, shut them
Put them in your lap, lap, lap
Creep them, crawl them,
creep them, crawl them
right up to your chin, chin, chin
Open wide your little mouth
but do not put them in

Elevator Song
Let's go riding on an elevator,
Elevator, elevator,
Let's go riding on an elevator,
Come along with me!
First floor, Second floor, Third floor,
Fourth floor, Fifth floor,
And.... down-down-
down-down-down.

Construction Worker Song
This is the way we pound the nails,
pound the nails, pound the nails
This is the way we pound the nails so early
in the morning.
Other verses: saw the wood, stack the
bricks, stir the
paint, paint the wall
City Skyline

Trace the outlines of the buildings, then decorate them however you'd like with windows or lights.